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2Swirling flows play an important role in environment 
(tornadoes) and technology (chemical and nuclear 
reactors, delta-wing aircraft, centrifugal separators, 
vortex burners).
A local or global circulation region can emerge and 
radically change a swirling flow.   
The nature of this phenomenon - “vortex breakdown” 
(VB) – was an enigma and a subject of intensive 
research during more than 50 years, but no 
consensus has been achieved. 
This talk explains the VB nature.
First, VB was observed on delta wings (1957).
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The air flow separates from the leading edge and rolls inward 
and above the wing forming a pair of counter-rotating vortices. 
The emerging centrifugal force tends to push air away from 
the core thus reducing pressure significantly below its 
atmospheric value. 
The difference between the reduced pressure above and the 
nearly atmospheric pressure below the wing creates the 
enlarged lift force—the main advantage of delta-wing design. 
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The swirl and longitudinal velocities increase downstream, 
reach their maxima near the wing middle, then decay, and 
vanish far away from aircraft.  At the location of maximal swirl 
velocity, pressure reaches its minimal value.  
This drop in pressure sucks ambient air, decelerates the 
downstream flow and can reverse it. The vortex core (the white 
threads in figure) expands into either a bubble-like circulation 
region, shown in the lower part of figure, or a helical pattern, 
shown in the upper part.  VB can cause jumps in lift and drag.
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6VB widens funnels making tornadoes less destructive.
Tornadoes often occur in Texas
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SWIRL DECAY MECHANISM  (SDM)
8Swirling near-wall jet  illustrates how SDM works
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9SDM first aimed to explain counterflows in hydrocyclones 
and vortex tubes  (Shtern & Borissov PoF 2010) 
Battery of hydrocyclone tubes How a tube works
Oil flows in the opposite direction to that of water!     
This counterflow is a crucial feature of hydrocyclones
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Vortex tube  VT-Air
air tangential flow in  
cold 
flow 
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Hot near-wall and cold near-axis air streams go in opposite 
directions! This counterflow is a key feature of vortex tubes
How a vortex tube works
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Combustion with swirling counterflow
Bottle-like combustion 
region shows that the 
sidewall is well 
protected against 
overheating. 
Thermocouples rods 
show the temperature 
distribution in both 
the radial and axial 
directions. 
(Borissov et al. 
Warsaw 2010) 
Cold air goes inward near the wall and mixes with propane near the dead 
end.  Their combustion produces hot flue gases (orange flame) which  go 
outward near the axis.  
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Schematic of counterflow in vortex combustor 
Inward and outward parts of through-flow are separated by circulation 
z
The centrifugal force keeps the incoming cold air flow near the sidewall 
(protecting it from overheating). The air reaches the dead end, turns back, 
meets a fuel, combusts, and flue gases go to the exhaust near the  axis.
p1>p2>p3>p4 
Counterflow is a key feature of vortex combustors
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SDM explains the double counter-flow
observed in vortex combustors at strong swirl 
Air mass rate is 17.2 g/s
Blue transparent flame
Air - 38.5 g/s
Red transparent flame
Propane mass rate is 0.5 g/s
Ambient air is sucked inward  near the axis 
and makes dark the rod tips
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SDM explains VB control
in a container with the rotating bottom disk
Experiment       
Phys. Fluids., 15, p.271, 2003
Theory
Phys. Rev. E, 68, 041202, 2003
Flow converging near the top 
transports angular momentum
to the axis and develops a local 
minimum of pressure 
This low pressure sucks downstream  
fluid and thus drives the counter-flow.    
A local circulation region (vortex 
breakdown bubble, VBB) develops. 
A thin co-rotating rod, located at the axis, kills swirl decay  and vortex 
breakdown bubbles i, ii, and iii , shown in the photo, disappear.
Development of global counterflow in a long cylinder
(Shtern & Herrada JFM 2015) 
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The rotating (left) disk drives a flow in a long cylindrical 
container.  The slow flow (the upper plot) is multicellular. 
As the flow speeds up, length L of the left cell increases   
and the global one-cell flow develops (the lower plot).
• Next, VBB develops near the rotating (left) disk, plot (a). Then
VBBs appear near the still (right) disk, plot (c). Next VBBs 
merge, and the elongated double counterflow forms, plot (d).
• Weak co-rotation of sidewall kills VB in accordance with SDM. 
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Development of multiple VB bubbles
• A fluid tangentially enter the disk part of VNR, flows through 
the particle layer and leaves VNR through its exhaust pipes.
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Jet-entrainment mechanism of cell formation
Vortex Nuclear Reactor (VNR) 
• Particle layer has a quasi-crystalline pattern 
• Mikhail Goldshtik’s discovery)
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Vortex Nuclear Reactor (VNR)
Experimental picture of Savno & Keshok
• Particle-free flow in VNR (NACA 1965)
Dashed curve separates regions of negative 
(outside) and positive (inside) radial velocity
The jet-entrainment  mechanism (Shtern & Marin 2015) 
The cyclostrophic balance, p/r = ʋ2/r, is valid away from the end walls. 
At the horizontal walls ʋ2/r = 0, but p/r is not zero and drives strong 
near-wall jets.  These jets entrain downstream fluid causing the reversal of 
the radial velocity inside he bubble in the figure. 
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Jet-entrainment mechanism of cell formation 
in vortex nuclear and chemical reactors
r21
• Jett-entrainment mechanism of cell formation in centrifugal convection
• The cylinder rotation, cold bottom (z=0) and hot top (z=1) induce 
meridional circulations of air in 0 < r < 0.5 and water in 0.5 < r < 1.  
The Marangoni  effect (arrow) forms  the water jet near the interface (r 
=0.5).  The jet entrainment  induces the water cell near r = 0.75 
(Herrada & Shtern, Phys. Fluids 2014). 
• . 
z
Jet-entrainment mechanism also works in thermal convection
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Two water cells induced by the near-interface and  near-
bottom jets.  The right (left) wall is hot (cold), gravity 
force is directed downward, and r = 0.5 is the air-water 
interface (Herrada & Shtern 2016, study in progress).
The jet-entrainment mechanism of cell formation also 
works in two-fluid thermal convection 
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Conclusions
1. Swirling flows play an important role in nature and 
technology.
2. A circulation region can develop in a swirling flow, 
i.e.,  vortex breakdown  (VB) occurs.
3. We argue that  the swirl-decay and jet-entrainment 
mechanisms cause VB and other cell formation.
4. These results resolve two half-century enigmas 
concerning (a) the VB nature and (b) the peripheral 
cell formation  in disk vortex chambers.
5. The jet entrainment mechanism also produces cells 
in thermal convection. 
